FINGER POP RAP

? ? Sh!

? ? Sh! ?

○ ○ Sh! ○

? Sh! ○

Sh! ?

? ?

= One finger-pop

= Sh ~~

= One clap

= Overlapping whistles (low to high, high to low)

= Silence

OOH AAH CRUNCH!

CRUNCH  That's cool!  Yeah!

Ooh!  CRUNCH  Zoom

That's cool!  CRUNCH  Zoom

Ooh!  Aah!  CRUNCH

CRUNCH (as if chewing into a light bulb!)

That's cool! (accompanied by a clicking of fingers)

Yeah! (enthusiastically!)

Ooh! (sound surprised!)

Zoom (like a fast car roaring by)

Aah! (with relief)